


The story of 
KonigOutdoor
The KönigOutdoor brand was conceived 
to provide a sophisticated high-end 
solution for aspirational outdoor living.

Combining luxurious sintered stone 
surfaces with a durable weatherproof 
structure, a KönigOutdoor kitchen 
provides the functionality and aesthetic 
of an indoor kitchen; with the ability to 
withstand the elements outdoors.

Each bespoke KönigOutdoor kitchen is 
made in Britain, allowing you to design 
your dream outdoor kitchen without 
compromise. You can be sure of the 
supply chain and nod to the environment 
with minimal transport costs.







Useable and hygienic surfaces
Sintered stone is non-porous meaning that 
mould, bacteria or stains cannot penetrate the 
surface, making it very easy to clean, resulting in 
a hygienic usable surface for food preparation.





Bespoke appliance housing
We create beautiful bespoke 
housing for outdoor appliances, 
like perfectly moulding the 
worktop around a Kamado,  
for example.  

Weatherproof structure
Carcasses are made using a high-quality 
weatherproof composite board guaranteed 
for all seasons.







Convenient mains services
Our outdoor kitchens can be 
designed to accept gas, water 
and electrical services for a fully 
functional kitchen, outdoors.



Bespoke stone work
We will ensure that the worktops will have the minimum 
number of joints, if any, and can make the pattern flow 
across the worktops, doors and panels where possible if a 
veined décor is chosen.



High grade stainless steel
The appliances that we stock, including grills, sinks 
and taps are made with high-grade stainless steel, 
making them incredibly durable, ensuring good looks 
for many years.



Durable exterior surfaces
Sintered stone has been used for exterior cladding 
for over 25 years, resisting ultraviolet light and 
extreme temperatures without degradation. It is also 
highly scratch-resistant and will not warp or rot.







Internal unit options
Internally we can create shelving, drawers 
or an easy-access slide-out ledge for gas 
bottles and waste bins in door fronted units.

Carbon Neutral cladding
We can specify sintered stone  
produced in a carbon neutral 
environment, one of the most 
environmentally-friendly cladding 
materials used in architecture.





Year round al fresco cooking
A KönigOutdoor kitchen can be used all year 
round, particularly thanks to pergolas and 
outdoor heating opening up our gardens for 
more time in the year.



Heat resistance surfaces
Due to their high heat resistance, sintered stone 
worktops withstand hot items being placed directly 
onto the surface.
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www.konigoutdoor.co.uk 
info@konigstone.co.uk 
Tel: 0333 577 2903

Showroom visits by appointment only through 
your local KönigOutdoor dealer.

Midlands Showroom 
Königstone 
Unit E2 
Valley Way Industrial Estate 
Market Harborough 
LE16 7PS

Southern Showroom 
Sky House Design Centre 
Raans Rd 
Amersham 
HP6 6FT


